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Session Goals

u Learn some basics about stress response and reactivity through the 
lens of Polyvagal Theory

u Practice and Integrate several self-care and stress-management 
strategies and techniques that you can use daily and in the 
moment to manage both acute and chronic stress



Polyvagal Theory and Stress
u Vagus nerve, cranial nerve X is the main component of the 

parasympathetic nervous system
u Two primary components are responsible for states of emotional 

wellbeing or distress – ventral vagal and dorsal vagal
u People with higher vagal tone have healthier stress responses, less 

inflammation, more overall measures of health 
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The Polyvagal Ladder 
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Ø We are always capable of 
moving up and down the ladder 

Ø Noticing where you are on the 
ladder in any given moment is a 
powerful self-care tool

Ø It’s not a good-bad-worst 
hierarchy

Ø One way to use the ladder: At 
the top, ask yourself, “What helps 
me stay here?” And make 2 lists –
one of “Things I can do on my 
own” and “Things I can do with 
others” For the bottom two 
states, ask yourself “What moves 
me out of here?” And make the 
same 2 list divisions. (Adapted 
from Deb Dana, Polyvagal
Theory in Therapy) 



Techniques to Increase Vagal Tone
u COLD: Splashing cold water on your face from top of lips to scalp 

line (diving reflex), taking a cold shower or turning your shower to to 
cold at the end, going outside in the winter, rolling in the snow, 
holding ice pack or cold wash cloth on face or back of neck

u Valsalva maneuver
u Diaphragmatic Breathing – Approximately 6 breaths/minute with 

focus on exhalation 
u Humming, chanting, or singing with others or alone
u Gargling
u Laughing
u Hand positions paired with breath
u Vagal reset technique/Massage (next slide)



Self-Massage to Stimulate and 
Reset your Vagus Nerve

1. With right hand, start at your left clavicle and massage upward in 
gentle circles until you’re on the side of your neck. Stay here for a 
bit. Repeat on opposite side. 

2. With right hand, gently massage your left earlobe. Repeat on other 
side. 

3. Interlace fingers and put them on the back of your neck. (Can be 
done sitting or lying down.) Take 6 deep breaths, focusing on 
exhale. 

4. Without turning your head, look as far as you can to the right. 
Return to center when your body swallows, yawns, or has a deep 
sigh/in-breath. Return to center and repeat to the left. 

5. Return your arms to your sides.



EFT: Emotional Freedom Techniques 
or “Tapping”

u Evidence-based mind-body therapy developed in the 1990s
u Non-invasive somatic intervention
u Uses concepts from acupuncture, Thought Field Therapy, Energy 

Psychology, and NeuroLingustic Programming 
u Can be used both clinically or as a self-help/self-care technique 
u Demonstrated effective in clinical trials for anxiety, phobias, trauma, 

PTSD, depression, anger issues, sleep disorders/insomnia



EFT: How To
1. Identify your issue as specifically as you 

can.
2. Tune into the emotional/physical 

discomfort and rate the intensity on a 
scale of 0-10 (SUD: Subjective Units of 
Distress)

3. Setup Statement: “Even though (I 
have this problem), I deeply and 
completely accept myself. Or, “Even 
though (I have this problem), I am ok.” 

4. Tap the points while using the reminder 
phrases.

5. Test it out again and rate again.
6. Keep doing rounds of tapping until 

you get SUD between 0-2



Other Techniques

u Butterfly Tapping
u Heel Drops
u Arm Swings: Two Variations
u Accelerated Resolution Therapy (ART) Eye Movements



If you want to learn more…

u The Polyvagal Podcast
u Polyvagal Theory in Therapy by Deb Dana
u Burnout: The Secret to Unlocking the Stress Cycle by Emily and 

Amelia Nagoski
u Accessing the Healing Power of the Vagus Nerve by Stanley 

Rosenberg


